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The Engineer’s Cab
Paul Diley
Hello Fellow Bantrak Members,

T

he January GSMT show was a great success. I want to give a shout out to Martin for doing an excellent job of
coordinating the show this year. The layout design was terrific and given the new lighting in the cow palace everyone’s modules were easily viewed.
I also want to thank all of the members who came to help set up and break down the show. This year’s show
brought out a good crowd on Saturday, but Sunday’s crowd was a little light. Some of the vendors broke camp
early to beat the snow falling in Pennsylvania and New York.
As we look forward to upcoming events there will be no meeting in February as we were unable to secure a location. If you can host a meeting in the future please let me know ASAP. I am always disappointed when we are
unable to meet, as I look forward to seeing everyone. The March meeting will be held at Jack Walsh’s house.
Thank you, Jack ,for again hosting a meeting at your home. If you click Jack’s name in the calendar on the last
page of this newsletter it will bring up a Google map to his house. April’s meeting will be held at 2pm on Sunday
the 12th at the Timonium Show.
Speaking of the April show in Timonium, we need a coordinator!! The show is coming up fast; setup is noon on the 10th.
Please let me know if you are willing to coordinate this show.
We have a big newsletter this month. There is an article from
Al Del Gaudio about building the 2014 raffle layout, a story from
Ed Kapuscinski on a new ballasting idea as well as reports from
The Engineer’s Cab …………………..1
Chris Hyland around T-Trak. One last item, on page 13 you will
find your Dues Invoice. Please print it out and mail it to Al Del
Train Spotting……….…………………..2
Gaudio along with you check if you have not already paid your
Raffle Layout 2014...…………......2/4
dues for 2015.
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Train Spotting:
T

his was taken the Sunday after Thanksgiving when we were at Bowie...Amtrak's busiest
day. The NJT set is the "prize" of all the oddball stuff that runs that day. They can only run about 60
mph so they give the dispatchers fits trying to run stuff around them. Riders hate them because they
have no bathroom or food service. Photo by: Jeff Peck

Raffle Layout 2014:
Alan Del Gaudio

We had a good start to this year’s raffle layout. The
Hylands donated a 30" x 48" Skip Hayes-built module,
which is an almost ideal size. During the summer we
had a couple of sessions that got things kicked off. We
decided on the familiar Oval folded Figure-8 with a siding. This has a bit of mesmerizing interest if you watch
the train for a while and see it switching tracks. There
is a siding in the middle of the layout and one coming
off the outer loop to a corner. We had a big gang; Jeff
and Christian Peck, Bob Mohr, Al Potter, Jack Walsh,
Lauren Baker and Tim Nixon.
We made the inner loop with nominal 11 inch radius
track. While we used flex track, the inner part of the
loop was drawn using Atlas 11 inch radius sectional
track. Then allowing for the turnout and cross over,
laid the outer loop with a 12.5 inch radius. Two electrical drops per loop were made plus one on the siding.
The track was painted then ballasted with Woodland
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Scenic fine mixed gray ballast.
(Continued on page 3)
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Raffle Layout 2014: Cont.
Alan Del Gaudio

One of the biggest things is trying to make a more interesting layout despite having an oval in a rectangle.
As Maxwell Smart would say; “Ah yes, the old oval inside a rectangle trick”.
It’s hard to be different. We decided on a theme
which would be a town and a hill at the other end. Initially, we planned for the hill to cover 2 corners and
have the town in the middle. Looking through the few
kits we had in the raffle layout tote; the Walthers’ lumber yard, consisting of an office and 2 warehouses and
the Pella train station, we were "liberated" to acquire
kits to work with our concept.

I had the layout to myself for July and went to work
shaping the landforms with hot wire cutters [Woodland
and Tippi], Surefoam tools, sandpaper and adding paper Mache for filler. And more paper Mache filler. Jeepers! What became clear was that the highway over
the 2 corners would not work so well, looking too contrived. The result was angling the road up the hill, going with a more modest intersection covering one corner, while the adjacent one would be more of a cut.
This cut treatment of the corner worked far more nicely
with the pond. Important because the pond was ¾inches above the module base and the land contour
had to plausibly come to the base level. So far things
At this point two
were blending well.
things happened
Use of new materials helped us next. Using Sintra, an
that impacted the
open cell plastic material [think plastic Styrofoam] gave
plan. Jeff Peck did a
us an nice road up the hill. More traditional methods
stellar job of buildwould have worked, but Sintra has flexibility to get a
ing and weathering
little “hilly” effect in the road, plus it doesn’t clack like
the Lumber Yard set
plaster material as a result of extreme temperature
and we found a
storage or handling. For the hill top over corner 1we
plastic pond base
used a Gatorfoam 3/16 sheet. Gatorfoam is like Foamthat I had planned
core but with an important difference, It has wood
to sell off what to do? Do we hog out the pond base in veneer instead of paper on both sides. It’s water resisthe module plywood top? Sentiment was to use a ¾tant and rigid v.v. Foamcore. The benefit of Gatorfoam
inch Styrofoam sheet and hog that out. Jeff and Tim
was a removable hill top for track for maintenance or
worked that out while the rest of us considered what
the fixing an unlikely derailment. It was keyed into
the town should look like. Some of the photos show
place by 2 Chooch double track tunnel portals. The
simple mock ups using Styrofoam blocks. One thing we portals were opened up quite a bit using a Dremel tool
thought of was some kind of town square. That dicsince they were use on a curved section of track. Cleartated the buildings we would use.
ances were checked with an RS3 locomotive and a conBack to the mock up, we figured we’d have a tunnel
sist of 3 40-foot boxcars.
over one corner, maybe the adjacent one and a road
My son-in-law David helped me adding the scenic
going up from the town making a “T” intersection with ground foam. The layout was then taken to Paul Diley’s
a highway over the 2 corners "back" 30" edge on a
home. Paul and I added more Sintra sheets in the town
slight angle.
section he added swamp grass and rushes to the pond
The track was taped over to protect it and many of the area.
basic land forms were installed using 1” and 2” StyroOn many occasions, buildings were used to mock up
foam insulation.
the town. Looking at the in process photos, it was different each time. At Paul’s we ended up with a long
trapezoidal island for the “town square”.
As the clock ticked down, we had several sessions.
Lauren came by and added trees and large shrubbery.
It was an experience working with Hobby Tak. We were
able to add downtown buildings built by Lauren, Jeff, Al
Potter and myself [some actually from my layout] and
added the Pella depot. Leroy came by for more help
with the scenery and details, and then we poured the
pond.
(Continued page 4)
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Raffle layout 2014: Cont.
Alan Del Gaudio
to line the cuts around the tunnel and corner. John H
ments from the B&O staff about how nice it looked
used some Gatorfoam sheet separated from the foam
when we brought it in.
to cover the crossings completing the road out to the
side in front of the lumber yard.
We had very nice
Then both Johns convinced me we needed to send the
rolling stock donated
road out the other end of the module. I confessed I
by Intermountain and
was daunted by filling in the track along the curve to
Micro Trains. MB
make the road crossing. It could be a big time sink [and
Klein gave us gift coutime was very precious at this point] and if not done
pons, which we conwell, might look like something you would want to walk
verted into a nice
barefoot in. John Hasson got to work while John DarAtlas U23B Chessie
lington and I fussed with numerous other details and he
locomotive for the
did a fine job. We poured the lake with magic water,
train.
turned on a heater and a fan on low then crossed our
We added a BANfingers.
TRAK Anniversary car
A few days later, Bob Mohr by with Jeff a few nights
to the consist to be
later after the pond had dried nice and clear. We situdelivered. Overall it was a good raffle take was anated all the buildings, added ballast and ground foam
other positive vibe.
here and there and found a solution for the last corner. Paul took it home and delivered it to our winner later in
A dilapidated Sears house was fitted into the hill. We
the week.
hogged out a bit of the Styrofoam so we could land it
Donations were made by:
into the hill. People were added on the sidewalks.
M.B. Klein, Micro-Trains, Intermountain Railway, Microscale Decals, Woodland Scenics, Alan Del Gaudio.
The next night Jeff and
Mark Bandy came by
Many thanks to all who worked on this and I hope I did
for weathering work
not miss anyone [alphabetically by first name]:
and detailing. While
Al Potter, Bob Mohr, Chris, Ed and Pat Hyland, Jack
Jeff weathered the
Walsh, Jeff and Christian Peck, John Darlington, John
road system, Mark did Hasson, Lauren Baker, LeRoy Brandimore, Mark Bandy,
a splendid job of rePaul Diley, Tim Nixon, my son-in-law David and my wife,
painting over the
Debbie.
grungy blue and roof
on the Sears home, which freshened it up markedly.
Thank you,
More people were added as well as automobiles. All
Alan Del Gaudio
scenic work was looking fine but the train was running
sort of balky, oh no!
Talking with John Cook while setting up the B&O, he
said look for some cold or weak solder joints. Figuring I
could resolder them all before any kind of Sherlock
Holmes imitation would yield a result, I resoldered all of
them and the train ran perfectly.
Al Potter helped adding more people and vehicles at
the B&O while on raffle table duty and we had ourselves a beautiful layout.
During the Fall, we lost momentum with the layout,
partly due to my needing to be in NY more often than I
expected, so I sincerely appreciate the team effort in
the last 2 weeks and my wife, Debbie’s patience and
support.
It was very flattering to hear the enthusiastic com-
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Tips and Tricks: N Scale Ballast Using Sanded Grout
Ed Kapuscinski

Woodland Scenics has, for years, been the
default ballast choice of model railroaders. I’m
The packages I’ve purchased have always
not happy with it though, so I went looking for
been the milk carton style ones.
something better. I found it in sanded grout.
Sanded grout is a product used for tiling, and
it, along with its unsanded version, is very useful for N scale scenery use. It has some significant advantages over the traditional Woodland Scenics walnut shell based products:

As I mentioned, the product comes in a wide
variety of colors. The one down side to it is
that, unlike the Woodland Scenics products
 It’s much closer to scale.
that can usually used right out of the package
 It’s got a binder in it (wetting it makes it
(even though I wouldn’t recommend it), you
stay in place, instead of floating).
have to mix multiple colors to really get a
 It’s available in a wider variety of colors.
good ballast. This is because the color is too
 It’s a good bit cheaper, ounce for ounce.
uniform (as is the Woodland Scenics), and the
It’s more available (home improvement
finer appearance doesn’t provide the shadow
stores, instead of hobby shops, stock it)
effect that covers for it. Because of this, the
For those reasons, I think it’s a far superior
initial investment is high because you need to
option and one I’ve adopted for my own use.
buy multiple colors.
Sanded grout is available from a number of
There is an upside to this, however, in that
sources, but I have a Lowes right around the
you then have a palate of colors to blend to
corner, so I use the brand they stock:
reproduce the ballast color you’re trying to
“SpectraLock” by Laticrete. It’s a multi-part
replicate. This is key, because real world balproduct, with parts “A” and “B” being the
last comes in more colors than Light Gray,
grout part, and the”C” part is the sand that
Gray and Brown.
you want. This search (at the time of this writIt’s important, while you’re working on mixing
ing) found the stuff on Lowes website. Polyyour colors, that you take good notes about
blend seems to be the line that Home Depot
what you’ve mixed. This allows you to replicarries.
cate the mix if you need more for an expansion, touch up, or for a future layout.
Continued on page 6
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Tips and Tricks: N Scale Ballast Using Sanded Grout
Ed Kapuscinski
Continued from page 5

I’ve also found it helpful to write the blend on One additional technique I’ve found that
the container you’re storing your mix in (if
greatly improves the look of my track is to inyou’re storing it).
clude the under-grade. This was done using
plain black unsanded grout (a different product from the sanded variety used for ballast),
and a tape line to ensure it’s straight.

Once you’ve got your blend, just use it the
same way you would any other ballast: apply
it, wet it down, and then soak it with a whiteglue and water mix.

All of the ballasting work on my NCR shelf and
TTRAK modules was done with sanded grout,
and I am very happy with the results.
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T-Trak Update:
Chris Hyland

Before I start I would like to dedicate this column to
Brian Brendel, former twice President of NVNTrak and
former Regional Director of Ntrak. Brian was one of the
guys that got me into Ntrak all those years ago when I
signed up at the Greenbelt Armory. That event sent me
on a downward spiral ever since. I learned a lot about
what a Ntrak club can do under his administrations.
Also, he was always the life of the party, err auction,
whenever he was at a convention, show or just running
the club. To top it off he was also a hell of a drum major
in the Emerald Society Pipe band as well. Brian recently
retired from his Fairfax fire department and has gone
west to Utah. Best wishes to you and we await the
eventual merger into the first transcontinental Ntrak
club when you become president.
So it is the second month and I have tried to keep
most of my New Years resolutions despite the fact that
both Oxford models and Atlas seem to have a direct
line to my wallet. Yes, they know full well that I cannot
live life to it’s fullest unless I have that new FCP Alco
M630 (in all 4 numbers please) or that I just can’t get
enough Morris Travelers or Foden Lorries in ever colo
(u)r that rolled around in the BR era. But I can’t spend
every dime in Cockeysville. HD needs an infusion of
cash as well. Which leads nicely into the subject of the
day: Big curves in T Trak. Not that long ago a Smart car
commercial (you know, the car driven by dumb drivers)
made fun of our lavish lifestyle here in the home of the
free. They extorted that what we wanted was small.

That, my friends is what Col. Henry Potter would say:
“Horse Hockey!”. For far too long we have sat there
after a long weekend looking at our poor, forlorn passenger, container, and auto racks drawing dust thinking
“wouldn’t it be cool if”... Well guys your dreams have
been answered. We here at the Hyland Arsenals have
been working on “Super curves”. That’s right forget
about small. Think big, Big, BIG. Dare to do as Don Quixote and dream the impossible dream!. Coming to a
event near you will be the chance to dust off those auto
racks and bring them out to run. Stay tuned as we attempt to break the T-Trak barrier.
January was a busy month. In fact it was like the
Christmas season never ended. Started off with doing
two shows, both the tail end of B&O and a Sykesville.
Then it was off to the races, umm, Super bowl of Timonium. We just ended up everything with another Sykesville at the start of February. And where do we go now.
Who knows? Always check mdttrak.com for news. So
forget the quiet of winter. Kill off that cabin fever and
come out to run trains on T-Trak.
Remember it’s not just a hobby, but an adventure.
See you at the shows,
-Chris

Timonium Great Scale Train Show:
Chris Hyland
his Harpers Ferry Modules, Lauren, who brought out
her dinosaur module, Rick, who showed up with 2 corTrain shows in Timonium on the 30th of January. Ed and ners and 2 singles, Leon who brought 10 ft of stuff,
your author did our usual pathfinder mission of getting Christian brought his quarry, and Jeff who showed off
there and setting up the parameters of the layout. This his new desert modules for a change of scenery. Clan
time we were doing what people used to call in the
Hyland filled in the gaps.
layout design biz as either a “dumbbell” or a “dog
bone”. That is fancy words for saying the layout looked
We were up and running by 8 and well on our way by
like a monster H. We quickly set up and left due to com- the time the show opened. We had a lot of T Trakers
mitments we had made for that night.
show up to run as well including Jim Atebello, Jim Master, Matt Whiting, David Balderston, Mat Chibarro,
Day two started off with a blast. Having gone out the Matt G-L, Tom Long and Cliff Enz who I saw hovering
night before and getting home at 1am (stupid, stupid). around the table taking part in the fun. It was so busy
We got up at 5 to get to the layout by 7. This was to
my apologies to anyone I might have left out. The show
make sure everyone got to their places and the layout
was a good one and there were tons of goodies to be
would be up and running by 8. We had a good turnout gotten at. The layout ran well and we had lots of quesof modules provided by David Clyde, who brought out
tions and hopefully some people interested in joining

T-Trak set up for one of the best of the Great Scale
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Timonium Great Scale Train Show: Cont.
Chris Hyland
Sunday started off with trying to see the show before
it opened and people packed up to leave early for “The
Big Game”. We ran tons of trains, though there were
only about half of us there from the previous day. A
good time was still had by all. At 3 we started tearing
down the layout and got our trailer loaded. We were
out of the building by 5 and off to see the big game.
Thanks to all for coming out and making the weekend
great!
our happy band. We ran till 4, closed shop and headed Chris
for our usual pizza gathering, err T-Trak divisional meeting. That closed the chapter on Saturday.

Sykesville February Show:
Chris Hyland

T-Trak showed up on February 7th, to do a two day
set up at the Sykesville tower with the S&P railroad
club. As some of our members are part of that club we
get a chance to show off T-Trak there from time to time
and do join operations with S&P railroad. We set up at
10 am with modules from Lauren, Leon, and the Hyland
clan. We also had visits from Jeff and Christian Peck and
Dave Balderston. The layout was up and running by 11
am. This time we put together a large U shaped formation. Train running went well and we had all sorts of
trains on the line. Due to mathematical workings on the
part of the coordinator, we set in some bridges that
would have done the Transportation Corps proud. We
had track that could hold up trains with just a few shims
holding them in place. That truly shows the power of
Unitrak. Jeff showed us the secret to his desert modeling while we had some down time between visitors.

Christian and also David Clyde showed up as well. We
had a larger crowd on Sunday and a lot of people were
fascinated by the layout. Which for some reason people
thought was a Z scale layout? We do remind them that
the scale is the same as the caboose layout that S&P
has running at the same time, but maybe it is that we
operate out in the open?. We got lots more train running and talking in. CSX showed off a whole variety of
trains this time as well. They kicked off the day with an
oil train led by a triple head of Pumpkin BNSF engines
with BNSF barrier wagons as well. This was followed up
by a scrap train, a few coal drags and a general freight
of all sorts of cars including a large cut of Winchester &
Western sand cars. 4pm came and we quickly packed
up and were out of the building and on the road in under a half hour. Thus our February Sykesville adventure
came to an end.

CSX had lots of coal
drags running outside
our windows providing
other entertainment as
well. We ran until about
4pm and then called it a
day.
Sunday, February 8th started off with slightly better
weather and a few less modules. The layout had a few
dips that were plugged up by reshaping the layout. Outside of the Hyland Clan and Leon, Jeff returned with
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Website of the Month: Trackside Scenery

T

rackside Scenery is a custom model railroad product company that offers a variety of
custom and standard product lines including model railroad backdrops. We specialize in
photo realistic, scale proportionate backdrops with an innovative repeating design that no
other current commercially available backdrop offers. If you need assistance in making selections or help with your order, please do not hesitate to contact us immediately. Custom
work is our specialty. Whether it is a single backdrop, a complete backdrop system or a cus-

Past Websites
Creative Laser Design
Classic Metal
Works
Ashlin Designs
Great Lakes Models
JMRI
Road Signs
Scale Town Models
Citrus Modeling
Aztec Trains
BCWRR
Banta Model
Works
GRS Micro Liting
Monster Modelworks
ImagineThatLaserArt
CMR
Prairie Shadows

New & Notable: From Kato
The turntable and the roundhouse are iconic railway structures, and at long last they are coming to
the N Gauge Kato UNITRACK system! Featuring a modular design that allows the easy addition and
movement of up to 36 tracks, a sophisticated dual-motor driven indexing system that guarantees
proper alignment, and an easy to use Turntable power system that takes full advantage of the power
routing functions of Kato UNITRACK so that you can move and park locomotives onto parking tracks or
in a roundhouse with minimal additional wiring, the Kato N Gauge Modular Turntable is perfect for
modelers looking to add something special to both their tabletop and their scenic layouts!
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Conventions: The NMRA 2015 National Convention
The NMRA 2015 National Convention
Portland, Oregon, August 23 - 29, 2015

Have an idea for
new/updated
web content?
Contact the
Webmaster with
your ideas!

BANTRAK Membership

Please contact Al about becoming a member.

Al Palewicz, Membership

BANTRAK does a significant amount of charitable activity,
although we rarely think of it that way because we get pleasure out of it. When you think about it, that is as it should be
with all giving from the heart.
What is our charitable activity? Our major participation is in
the B&O Museum’s (which is a charitable organization) Annual Festival of Trains. Our display has been a major draw for
people to come to the Museum for many years, both recent
and in the past. There are plenty more examples, this is just
one.
Please contact Treasurer Alan Del Gaudio for more information regarding your membership status and roster questions
or contact Al Palewicz with general questions.
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Club Member Benefits


Sharing of your knowledge
(railroading & modeling)
with others of similar interests



Access to railroading and
modeling knowledge of
other members



National exposure and recognition of your endeavors
in modeling



Hands on activities:
Club modules - track, wiring and scenery. Raffle layout - track and scenery
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DCC Corner: Exploring Digital Command Control
Erratic loco speed

Q:My loco is running fine, then suddenly it
slows down, stops for a few moments, then
starts up again to its original speed. This happens repeatedly and randomly (not at the
same locations). The wheels and track are
clean, so there doesn't seem to be a problem
with other locos. I am running HO using the
Zephyr with Digitrax decoders.

Email the editor and suggest a DCC topic !!!

A: You did the right thing to make sure
that the track and wheels are clean; that is
one of the most common sources of problems
with model trains, DCC or otherwise.
What is probably happening is that the locomotive has been selected by
two throttles. You are operating the locomotive with one throttle while it is also selected
on another throttle. In this case, the
other throttle is probably set to speed 0, while
yours is set to whatever speed you have selected.
As a system reliability feature, Digitrax command stations periodically poll all throttles,
one at a time, to verify each throttle's individual settings.
This is because some operators do not have
track and wheels as clean as you do. It polls
each throttle and resends the speed command to the locomotive, even if
the throttle settings are the same. It then continues on to the other throttles and eventually
reaches the throttle which is also controlling
your locomotive and sends a speed 0 command, stopping the locomotive.
It eventually gets back to you again and again
sends the speed command that you want. So,

you get the locomotive cha-cha.
When you make a change on the throttle by
turning a knob or pushing a button, this
change is immediately sent to the command
station.
Otherwise, the system "polls"
each throttle periodically to see if anything
has changed. Sending commands from
your throttle slows down the poll timing,
which would explain the seemingly random
nature of this problem.
Additional operators will lengthen the time
between system polls because they, too, are
sending speed command changes. Once the
system settles down, the polling process begins again and you know what then happens.
The solution is to find the
other throttle which has the loco selected and
release it. It's good practice to make sure that
you release a locomotive from a throttle when
you are finished.

For more helpful hints please visit the Digitrax webpage, click here.
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CLASSIFIEDS :

As many of you know the club purchased a new trailer in 2014. We have our old trailer for sale and
we are offering it to club members first. If you are interested please, contact Paul Diley, Alan Del
Gaudio, or Martin Myers and make the club and offer we can’t refuse. This old workhorse desires a
good home!

CLASSIFIEDS :
Fore sale 1 fitness club quality Treadmill. Lightly used. This is an Horizon CST 3.5 treadmill, fully programmable. Originally purchased for $850. For Bantrak members I am asking $300, for nonmembers $350.
Please contact David Betz if you or someone you know might be interested. davidvictor11@hotmail.com
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Baltimore Area
Ntrak Club
Dues Invoice
Remit to:
Mr. Alan Del Gaudio
2905 Montclair Drive
Ellicott City, MD, 21043

Invoice Date:
06 February 2015
Due Date:
19 April 2015

Or pay at April meeting

Annual Club Dues

$30.00

(Including National Ntrak Membership)
Member Name:
E-mail & Phone:

Ntrak Member Number:
Please print a copy of this invoice and submit with payment.

For Treasurer’s Use
Date Submitted:

Check #:

Member’s Receipt
Name:

Date:

Amount:
Alan Del Gaudio
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BANTRAK Call Board
Activities & Events of Bantrak Club Members

Home Layout/Module Work Sessions
(ongoing) For Information Contact: Alan Del Gaudio, Eric Payne, Ed Kapusinski, Paul Diley

BANTRAK 2015 Calendar
This is a listing of all BANTRAK Monthly Meetings, Field Trips, 1-Trak and T-Trak
events as well as current Volunteer Positions.

Date
Feb.15
March 1

Event
Club Meeting
Sykesville Tower

Location
Canceled / No location
Sykesville MD

March 15

Club Meeting

Paul Diley

Meeting

April 11-12

GSMTS

Jack Walsh
Timonium Fairgrounds

TBD

Show

April 12

Club Meeting

At the Show

Paul Diley

S/M

May 17

Club Meeting

Quail Run Assisted Living

Paul Diley

Meeting

June 21

Club Meeting

Fieldtrip ???

Paul Diley

Meeting

contact
Type
Paul Diley Meeting
Chris Hyland T-trak

BANTRAK was founded in 1983 as the Greater Baltimore N-Scale Associates. Begun as a “round robin” group to
share skills and experiences, we have expanded our focus to include participation in many diverse activities to
promote model railroading in general and N-Scale model railroading in particular. Activities include participation
in local, regional and national shows, meets and conventions. BANTRAK membership includes membership in the
national NTRAK organization.
The BANTRAK Newsletter is the official publication of Baltimore Area N-TRAK (BANTRAK), Inc.
This is your newsletter! Please send articles, photos, and suggestions to newsletter@bantrak.net
Editor: David Betz
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